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which miglit hamper the operations of federal instra- Chapter
mentalities was void, and logically they extended1 the    	
same protection to State instrumentalities against
federal intrusion. Moreover, they protected the States
by a generous interpretation of their reserved powers,
that is the doctrine of Amendment 10 of the Constitu-
tion that all matters not withdrawn from the States by
the constitution remain within their sole authority.2
Applied to Australian conditions, this resulted in the
decision that the salaries of federal officers were ex-
empt from State taxation, whether as in D'Emden v.
Pedder* in the form of the necessity of giving a receipt
stamp, or as in DeaTdn v. Webb* in the shape of income
tax. Reference has already been made to the dissent
from that doctrine of the Privy Council in Webb v.
Outrimf in which case the Privy Council simply applied
the rules of English construction and very naturally
found nothing in the constitution to take away the
normal application of the taxing power of the State. It
held equally, contrary to the view of the High Court-,
that, under the Order in Council dealing with appeals
from the Supreme Court of Victoria to the Council, an
appeal lay whether the issue were federal or not, and
that, as the Order in Council was made under the
authority of an Imperial Act of 1844, no Common-
wealth legislation could override it. The conflict of
authority was terminated by the cutting off by a
Commonwealth Act of 1907 of any power of the
Supreme Courts of the States to deal with constitu-
tional issues of the powers of the Commonwealth and
1	Collector y. Day (1870), 11 Wall. 113.
2	Section 107 of the Australian constitution is the parallel.
3	(1904), 1 C.L.R. 91.      4 (1904), 1 C.L.R, 5S5.      5 [1907] A.C. 81.

